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1. Longevity :- sub lord of the ascendant cusp if signifies bhadaka and maraka houses short life.

    If signifies 1,5,9,10 along with 3 & 8 promised long life. A caution is necessary here. If the sub lord

of the ascendant signifies 11 and ascendant falls in a movable sign, life is short, if it falls in a fixed

sign and signifies ix, life is short.

2. Sickly native:- if the sublord of the lagna cusp is in the constellation of planet in vi , one will be

sickly. The period of sickness whenever the significators of 1 and 6 operates.

3. If the ascendant sub lord of a girl is full significator of xi and well connected to jupiter, she is

really chaste and chastity is maintained.

4. If the sublord of the ascendant is connected fully to Saturn, mars and Venus and 5 and 11 sub

lords connected to either of these planets one will be debauch, even to the extent of committing

incest.

5. Sub lord of the 1st cusp indicates the general health of the native and also of the general

condition of the head.

6. The sublord of the ascendant is in the constellation of planet who is posited in Marakasthana of

Bhadhakasthana the life is very short.

7. Sub lord of the ascendant tells ones physical features in terms of its connection with the signs

and combination with other planets.

8. Fame of a person is known through the 1st cusp sublord connected to x through star.

9. Will I commit murder :- the sub lord of the querist’s ascendant is deposited in the constellation of

planet which is significator of the victim’s bhadhakasthana or marakashthana and also the

significator of querist’s ii house, then he commits murder.

10. To lead a spiritual life, the sub lord of ascendant being Ketu, deposited in the constellation of

planet in 9th the and Ketu in some manner connected to Saturn and 12th,  if he has Venus well

connected to mars, he will lead a family life and spiritual life without taking sanyasa margam, (kethu

gnanakaraka, ix philosophy and higher knowledge, 12th for service to others).

11. In the question of the missing person, the sublord of the 1st cusp signifies ii, viii and xi, he is

sure to return in the period of the significators of 2, 8 and 11, as is the case being consulted by the

kith and kin of the missing one.

12. If the sub lord of the ascendant is deposited in the constellation of the planet occupying houses

1 & 11, health is generally very good.



13. A woman can be a witch only when the sub lord of ascendant is in a fiery sign having strong

connection with all the three evil houses, i.e. 6 and 8 and 12 along with Saturn and mars or Ketu,

connected in some way or the other.

14. Lagna, denotes mental disposition and changes in individual life, if the sublord of lagna

happpens to be kethu who is moksha karaka as well as gnanakaraka and situated in the star of a

plenet in 12 and connected 9 through sub or some other manner, the native’s mental disposition will

be poised towards mokshasthana.
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2nd cusp2nd cusp

1. Speaking truth: sub lord of the 2nd cusp is

 Mars  :- untruth and mischievous

 Saturn  :- hides some news

 Mer  :- detailed information

 Venus      :- peace maker

 sun  :- noble, never lies

 Jupiter  :- truth only.

2. If the sub lord of the 2 cusp is mars or in the star of mars spend thrift, Saturn = economical and

stead fastness.

3. To cheat another: sub lord of the 2 cusp should be deposited in the star of the significator of 6

and 10, and Saturn and Mercury connected to the sub lord in some manner.

4. If the sub lord of the 2 cusp is either Ketu or Rahu and found in a mute sign, there is defect in

speech (cusp also to be formed in the star of planet owning mute sign).

5. 2nd cusp indicates finance, family, marriage and kutumbham, childbirth and maraka (death)etc.

    If the sub lord of the 2 cusp signifies 5 and 11, predict child birth, 7 and 11 predict marriage, 6 only

borrowing money and incoming debt, 7 only finance through public contacts, 6 and 11 success in

litigation or getting promotion in service, 6 and 1 borrowing money due to ill health, 7 and 10

lucrative income through business, 7 and bhadaka house death.

6. If the sub lord of the 2 cusp is well connected to 7 second marriage, if connected only to 11th

house, one will have a keep as (7 house shows legal bondage where as 11 indicates attachment and

friendship only)

7. The sub lord of the 2 cusp is well connected to 12 defect in eye can be envisaged in general.

8. The sub lord of the 2 cusp is the constellation of a depositor of 6 and 11 shows very good

financial status.

 In houses 2 and 10, moderate affluence,

 in houses 1 and 3 just satisfactory financial condition.

 Improving houses (i.e. 1,2,3,6,10 and 11) are favourable from the financial point of view.

9. If the sublord of the 2 cusp be connected in any manner with the 11 house then one may have

connection with another’s wife other than his legal partner, provided 5 is connected with 2



(otherwise it tells about using another man’s property).

 Houses 2,5 and 11 should be considered for periods and timing the  event.

10. If the sub lord of the 2 cusp is Jupiter and signifies 11 house, whatever he speaks is true and will

come to pass, (vaksiddha).

11. If Mars happens to be the sub lord of the 2 cusp he is argumentative and authoritative, if it

signifies 8 it portends quarrelsome nature in speech.

12. If the sub lord of the 2 cusp is Venus and signifies 11 or 5 one will connect sex in speech

invariably in all matters.

13. If the sub lord of the 2 cusp is Saturn, one will use hide and seek and juggler of words, while

speaking even though the matter is genuine and good one.

14. If the sub lord of the 2 cusp is connected  2 and 12 one will get money through behind the

screen matters (in secret manner).
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4th house4th house

1. Discharge from hospital houses 2, 4 and 11 sub lord of the 4th cusp.

2. Construction of house: houses 4, 11 and 11 sub lord of the 4th cusp.

3. Will a particular child go in adoption if the 4th cusp sub lord of the child is deposited in a dual

sign or if the sub lord itself is Mercury and if the sub lord is a significator of 8th house (house for

legacy). The child is given in adoption. The conjoining period of the significators of 4 and 8, houses of

the child to be considered for timing the event.

4. Any treasure in my building, if the sub a lord of the 4th cusp is deposited in the constellation of

planets 2, 6 and 11 you will have treasure. The lord of the constellation must have some connection

with Saturn in direct motion.

5. The house under query is a haunted one if the sub lord of the 4th cusp signifies  3 or 9 and in

any manner connected with Saturn and mars, Uranus and Neptune.

6. If the sub lord of the 4th cusp signifies 8 or 12 or 4, you will marry a career girl.

7. When will he reach home?

    If the sub lord of the 4th cusp is in the constellation of a planet signifying 11. And in a movable

sign, we will reach home soon. If fixed sign – long duration, if common sign undue delay.

8. Medical examination physical): if the sub lord of the 4th cusp is a significator of 10 house and

well connected to 11th you will appear for medical examination and come out successful

9. Release from jail: sub lord of the 4th cusp signifies 2, 4 and 11 release will be in conjoining period

of 2, 4 and 11.

10. Domestic environments are shown through the sub lord of the 4th cusp.

11. Sub lord of the 4th cusp is in the constellation of mercury or Jupiter, promises education and

planets signifying 4, 9 and 11 give education in the periods and is to be judged from the sub lords of

the cusps of 9 and 11 also. The sub lord of the 9th cusp throws light on higher studies and research.

12. 4th cusp represents the educational institution (college). So the sub lord of the 4th cusp if

posited in the star of planets signifying 4 and 11, admission into the institution (college) is certain.

13. Sub lord of the 4th cusp signifying 8 and 12 causes breaks in education or no education in

certain cases.



14. To sell a house, the sub lord of the 10th cusp signifies 3 and 10 (mars should have some

relevance with 10th). Houses 3, 5 and 10 to be judged for selling and 3 and 12 for giving possession.

Note: 4th represents immovable property (land, building etc) mars is the karaka for such properties.

The purchaser is represented by the 7th cusp of the chart and his acquisition of property is denoted

by the 4th from 7th i.e. 10th. Whether any party would purchase the Querent’s property(i.e. Whether

the querent will be able to sell the property) is therefore to be judged from 10th cusp of the chart.

The Querent’s property is denoted by the 4th cusp and his parting with it by the 3rd house (which is

12 from 4). Thus some party would purchase only if the sub lord of the 10th cusp is a significator of

3rd and 10th. The 5th house is also relevant to the matter as it is the 11th house from the 7th

representing purchaser.

15. House: if the sub lord of the 4th cusp signifies 4, 11 and 12 one will construct a house and mars

also should come into the picture for immovable properties and buildings and Saturn for

construction. 11th fulfilment of desires and 12th for investment of money.

    Note :- as the purchased house is not a new building, 6 and 9 bhavas are also to be judged

because, 6th is 12th for the 7th which stands for the person who sells and the 9th is 12th to 4th of

the 7th.

16. Transfer in service: the sub lord of the 4th cusp signifies 3, 10 and 12 and the conjoint period of

these houses operate transfer is effected.

    If 4th cusp sub lord signifies 4th house and if there is a transfer order issued, it will get cancelled if

the 11th cusp sub lord signifies 1, 2,4,10 and 11 and he will be retained if these significators operate.

17. If the sub lord of the 4th cusp is in the star of a planet signifying 3 and 12, change in residence

cannot be ruled out.

18. To ascertain the outcome of an examination one has to look the sub lord of the 4th cusp. The

same should be connected to the 11  house and at the same time should have no connection with

the 3rd which is negation to the 4th house matters. Then he will be successful.

19. If the 4th cusp sublord is Venus itself and connected to any of the improving houses in movable

signs, one will have vehicles and vehicular comforts, if in fixed signs furniture and if in common signs

rocking chaior like articles, giving bodily comforts.

th
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5th house5th house

1. Child birth : house 2, 5 and 11. Sub lord of the 5th cusp signifying 2, 5 and 11.

2. Children denied: if the sub lord of the 5th cusp signifies 1, 4 and 10 one can never have a child.

3. Playing cards or bet in a race course: if the sub lord of the 5th cusp signifies 6 and 11, wins most

satisfactory 2 and 10, moderate gain 1 and 3 in significant gain 12 and 5 loss.

 Note : there are two types of speculative gains.

1. Lottery, prize bonds etc.

2. Horse racing, cards, share market

3. In Krishnamurti Paddhati, it has been stated that the improving houses i.e. 1,2,3,6,10 and 11,

whenever receiving favourable aspects, promises victory over enemies, win in competition, success

in litigation, gain in lottery, games etc. Etc.

    It is also said that the 3rd house denoted gain in lottery, prize bond where as the 5th house, horse

racing, cards, share market etc. Provided the significators of 2, 6 and 11 has connection with 3rd or

5th house.

    It is imperative that whenever judgement for horse racing, cards etc is to be made one is to take

only the planets that have connection with the 5th house, but never take the planets or

significators(specially the sub portion) which signify the 5th house matter as the 5 is the 11 for 7th

house i.e. Gain to opponent.

4. Will invalid child pick up health, if the querent is the parent, take the cusp of the 5th house as the

ascendant of the child and if the sub lord of the 5th house (ascendant of child) is the significator 3

and 5, the child will pick up health, if it signified 10th and connected to Saturn also in any manner,

the child will not recover.

5. If the lord of the 5th cusp is deposited in the constellation of a planet situated in 1st house which

may be either Leo or Aquarius one has musical talent.

6. If the sub lord of the 5th cusp is deposited in the constellation of 5, 6 and 10 and in any manner

connected to Venus, one becomes a popular actor.

7. If the sub lord of the 5th cusp is deposited in the constellation of a planet signifying 7 and 11

materialisation of love affair into marriage is definite. If in the constellation connected to 6 and 12 it

will not materialize.

8. Ones prestige is lost as debauch, if the 5th cusp sub lord signifies 10 and 12.



9. Ones property is lost if the sub lord of the 5th cusp is a significator of 4 and 12, through

debauchery.

10. Cash is lost if the 5th cusp sub lord signifies 2 and 12 through debauchery.

11. Initiation, of mantras and siddhi, if the 5th cusp sub lord is connected to 11th and Saturn in

some manner connected (Saturn is the planet for renunciation and tapas).

12. The sub lord of the 5th cusp signifying 5 or 7 or both and being connected with Venus, the

karaka of music shows proficiency in music(5th house is for music and 7th for fine arts).

13. Speculation: if the sub lord of the 5th cusp signifies 2, 6, 5 and 11 one gains in speculation.

14. By examining the sub lord of the 5th cusp, and Venus, a lover affairs sexual pleasure, the

degree of success or failure achieved in lover affairs, courtship and licentiousness etc. can be seen.

15. If the 5th cusp sub lord stays in the constellation of a planet deposited in 11th and also signifies

10th one becomes a statesman.

16. Attaining puberty: the 5tha cusp sub lord should be the significator of 5th or 8th or both and

mars also should be well connected to 5th or 8th in any manner since mars represents blood in the

body. For fructification consider 2, 5 and 11th house and their conjoining period for timing the event.
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1. Over draft facility: sub lord of the 6th cusp signifying 2, 6 and 11 and in the conjoining period of

these significators.

2. Illness :- houses 6, 8, and 12 .

 Sub lord of the 6th cusp signifying any of the above houses or all.

    In the conjoining period of ascendant and 6th house signification, sickness is there, 12 is

connected hospitalization is there, 8 tells seriousness of the disease and danger to life can be

envisaged.

3. Promotion:- sub lord of the 6 and 10 cusps, in the conjoining period of 2, 6 and 11.

4. Getting a tenant: sub lord of the 6th cusp, in the conjoining period of 4,6 and 11.

5. For reappointment in service, the sub lord of the 6th cusp should signify 6 or 10 or 2 and if

signifies 1, 5, 9 or 12, no reappointment.

6. In exchange business, if the sub lord of the 5tha cusp signifies 6 and 11 you gain and if 5 and 12

you stand to loose.

7. If the sub lord of the 6th cusp signifies 2, 6 and 11, there is receipt of money as one desire.

8. To get donation, see the sub lord of the 6th cusp signifies 2 or 6 or 11.

9. To get back entangled money, the sub lord of the 6th cusp should signify 2, 6 and 11, and should

have nothing to do with Saturn.

10. If the sub lord of the 6th cusp signifies 1, 6 and 11 success in litigation is promised.

11. The sub lord of the 6th cusp reveals the type of disease in terms of its placements in the birth

chart or horary chart and it is seen through the sign lord, star lord.

12. The sub lord of the 6th cusp is in the 12th from Lagna and becomes a strong significator of 6th ,

the native will definitely suffer from an incurable disease.

13. When will the tenant vacate? 6tha house indicates tenant, 4th and 11th counted there from

denote occupation of your house. If he is to vacate the 3rd from 6th should operate. So the

significator of 8th (3rd from 6th) should be connected with 6th., hence during the conjoinibng period

of the significator of 6 and 8 he vacates.

14. To get a loan : the sub lord of the 6th cusp should not be in retrograde motion or in the

constellation of a planet in retrograde status, and also have some connection with the houses 2 or 6



or 11.

15. In general if the sub lord of the 6th cusp gets a good signification in a horoscope i.e. Connected

to improving houses (1, 2, 3, 6, 10 and 11) he will be a man of success in all theatres of life while

dealing with others.

16. Pet animals and about maternal uncle, one can read through the sub lord of the 6th cusp if

connected to (signifies) the improving houses, benefit through them can be enjoyed, if connected to

5, 8 and 12 loss and trouble from these sources.
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1. Marriage: if the sub lord of the 7th cusp signifies 2, 7 and 11 and with unafflicted Venus,

marriage is promised and the same fructifies in the conjoined period of the significators of 2, 7 and

11.

2. Marriage stopped: if the sub lord of the 7tha cusp is the significator of 1, 6, 10 or 12, marriage will

not take place with the party in question, position of Venus to be looked into.

3. If the sub lord of the 7th cusp is in the constellation of a planet signifying 6 and 11, you can have

a partner in business. If signifies 6 and 12, partnership will break. If signifies 5 and 11, permanent tie

with partner. If signifies 5, 8 and 12, partner will be benefited and you stand to lose much.

4. If the sub lord of the 7th cusp is the significator of 7, 8, 12 and 5, opponent is very powerful in all

walks of life.

5. If the sub lord of the 7th cusp signifies 2, 7 and 11 and the girl born with such ruling planets( as

are the significators of 2, 7 and 11)n you can marry rich girl for harmonious married life. If 1, 6 and 10

she will not come under marriage fold.

6. Will marriage take place between two persons: if the Lagna that rises as per the number given by

querent within 249, moon is posited at the time of the query in any of the houses 3, 5, 7, 10 or 11,

and it received beneficial aspect from Jupiter with benefic signification in the chart, marriage will

surely take place between them and if Saturn comes, there will be some delay and no denial.

7. If the sub lord of the 7th cusp is either Venus or Jupiter and signifies 2 and 11, very happy marital

life.

8. If the 7th cusp sub lord is sun – no pleasure, moon – very pleasant, mars – silly quarrels and

displeasure, Mercury – enjoys more than ones, Jupiter – pleasant, Venus – extreme pleasure, 64

leelas, Saturn dissatisfaction in intercourse and duration short.

9. If the 7th cusp sub lord is Saturn, aged husband i.e. Difference is very much, Jupiter, Venus and

sun – proper difference in age, Moon, Mars or Mercury – difference is very little and at times

husband will be younger. Rahu and Ketu, in terms of rasi lords.

10. If the 7th cusp sub lord in the constellation of a planet signifying 4 and 10, one living in the same

house or village. 3rd – partner may be cousin or a neighbour. Ascendant – in the same town 11th –

from the friend’s family. 5 and 9 live marriage or foreigner.

11. 7th cusp sub lord is Mercury or any planet occupying dual sign, more than one wife and if the

same sub lord signified 2 and 11.

12. If you want to know your future from an astrologer, the 7th cusp denoted the astrologer. If the

sub lord of the 7th cusp is a fast moving planet, he will predict immediately, slow moving planet,



there will be delay in analysis of the problem.

13. Theft : if the sub lord of the 7th cusp is Mercury, thief is very young, Venus – youthful and young

female, mars – full of age, Jupiter – middle age, Saturn – elderly person, sun – young and sex – see

the sub lord in terms of the planets sex.

14. Partner in business is shown by 7th cusp. If the sub lord is Mercury tells more than one partner

and if signifies 11th strong tie of partnership and if will connected to Venus through sub, cordial

relationship are promised.

15. To find out if one will die of murder: the sub lord of the 7th cusp is deposited in the

constellation of a planet which is the significator of Badhaka or marakashthana in terms of the 1st

cusp and also 8th house. The person murdered represents the 1st cusp.
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1. If the sub lord of the 8th cusp signifies 5, 6, 8 and 12 he will be borrowing from everybody.

2. If the sub lord of the 8th cusp signifies 2, 10 or 11 he returns the borrowed money.

3. If the sub lord of the 8th cusp signifies 6 and 11, you receive cheque and he loses.

4. If the sub lord of the 8th cusp deposited in the star of a planet signifying Maraka or Badhaka

houses and also 8th house and more connected t o mars, suicidal death is to be predicted.

5. Nature of death: sub lord of the 8th cusp and its connection to other houses through star and

elements to be considered (4 elements fiery, earthy, airy and watery).

6. While 6th cusp sub lord tells about the nature of the disease, that of 8th tells about danger, and

fatality is finally told.

7. Death by suicide: the sub lord of the 8th cusp must be deposited in the constellation of a planet

signifying either bhadhakasthana or marakashthana and moreover of the 8th house, further the lord

of the constellation must have some connection with Mars, karaka of unnatural death.

8. Accident can happen only when the sub lord of the 8th cusp is deposited in the constellation of a

planet signifying 8th house and it happens in the conjoined period of the significators of 1 and 8. It

will be fatal only if the sub lord of the 8th cusp is in the constellation of the significator of Badhaka or

Marakashthana.

9. Surgery is denoted by the 8th house. For one to undergo surgery (an operation)., the sub lord of

the 8th cusp should be well connected with 6th (house of sickness), 8th (the house of surgery ) or

12th (house that indicates hospitalization, confinement to bed). The same sub lord should also in

some manner be connected to mars, the karaka for knives (surgery). Operation takes place in the

conjoint period of 6, 8, 12th houses.
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Longevity of father: houses 3 and 10th and bhadhakasthana reckoned in terms of 9th being

movable, fixed and common signs. Sub lord of the 9th cusp signifying other than the above housed

i.e. 9, 11,1,6 for long life of the father.

2. 9th cusp sub lord signifying 1 and 11, paternal properties are sure.

3. 9th cusp sub lord connected to 3, 9 and 10 indicates pilgrimage and journey to holy places.

4. Who is an astrologer: if the sub lord of the 9th cusp is deposited in the star of planets signifying

2, 9 and 11, one can become successful astrologer, Jupiter and moon should be connected to 9 and

12.
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1. Employment : houses 2, 6, 10 and 11, sub lord of the 10th cusp.

2. Promotion :- houses 2, 6, 10 and 11 sub lord of 10 and 6 .

3. Pilgrimage : houses 3, 9 and 10 sub lord of 10th cusp.

4. Disposal of immovable property : houses 3, 5 and 10 sub of 10th cusp signifying 3, 5 and 10.

5. Income tax trouble : houses 7, 8 and 12 sub lord of the 10th cusp.

6. If the 10th cusp sub lord signifies 7 his profession (main) is business and if signifies 6, profession

is service.

7. For reinstatement in service, the sub lord of the 10th cusp signifies 2, 6 and 10, and will never be

reinstated if signifies 1, 5, 9 and 12.

8. For one to earn by self exertion, the sub lord of the 10th cusp should be significator of 2(the

house of self acquisition) or 10 (the house of profession). If the sub lord of 10th connected with a

dual sign and with both 6 and 7, one will earn by service as well as business and so on.

9. Politics : the sub lord of the 10th cusp should signify 1, 6, 9, 10 and 11 and planets Jupiter,

Mercury, Mars and Saturn also should have connection to 10th.

 For Jupiter – celestial chief minister

 for Mercury – messenger of god

 for Mars – commander in chief

 for Saturn – position of trust

 for ascendant – denotes success

 for 6th – defeat of opponents

 for 9th – general fortune

 for 10th – honour and popularity

 for 11th – ambition achieved

10. If the 10th cusp sub lord is Saturn and signifies 11th house, one will earn money through illegal

ways.

11. If the 10th cusp sub lord is total significator of 7th house and in no way it has connection with

any other house – he will be a man of public activities without any material happiness or return.

12. Politics: - To become a politician, the 10th sub lord should signify 1st, 6th, 9th,5th 10th and the

11th houses. The 10th house indicates a higher chair in the Government. The 9th shows an element



of achievement (Sadhana). The planets Jupiter, Mars, Mercury and Saturn, and Rahu should have 
connections to the 10th house. The 1st house indicates success to the native. The 6th denotes defeat 
to the opponents. The 9th denotes the general prosperity and Sadhana. The 10th signifies honour 
and popularity. The 11th house signification says desire fulfillment.
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1. Reunion with the husband: house 2, 7 and 11, sub of the 11th cusp signifying 2, 7 and 11, 
fructification in the conjoing period of significators of 2, 7 and 11.

2. Recovery of the lost property: sub lord of the 11the cusp signifying houses 2, 6 and 11 and 
fructification in their conjoint period.

3. Return of the missing person: sub lord of the 11th cusp signifying 2, 4, 6 and 11. In the conjoining 
period of the significators of 2, 8 and 11.

4. Will i tap water : if the sub alord of the 11th cusp is deposited in the constellation of a planet in a 
watery sign you will tap water. If in a barren sign, can not tap water.

5. If the sub lord of the 11th cusp signifies 1 and 2, and also 11, one has success in any enterprise 
he undertakes and there is fulfillment of his desires.

6. If the sub lord of the 11th cusp is in the 12th bhava or connected in any manner to 12th and also 
connected to 9 and 11 it shows his swucess in his attempts to do research and the sub lord’s 
placement in 12, indicated doing so in a foreigh country.

7. If the sub lord of the 11 cuspa in the constellation of the significators of 4 and 9 and in some way 
connected to jupiter, phd is got, if the same sub lord is in a movable sign, he will become phd very 
early.

8. For winning election, the sub lord of the 11th cusp should signify 1, 6, 10 and 11 and for failure 5, 
8 and 12. 

 For no of seats in an election, fortuna is to be looked into.

9. For prosperity of an instituion, the sub lord of the 11 cusp signifies 6 and 10, prosperity is

promised.

10. Sub lord of the 11th cusp signifying any of the houses 1, 2, 3, 6, 10 and 11, will have friends who

will be hlpful and beneficial.

11. Interview : if the sub lord of the 11th cusp is direct and signifies 3 and 9, interview is successful,

in the conjoining period of 3 and 9.

12. Child’s return from school : this is trictly worked out on number given by the mother of the

child.

 If the sub lord of the 11. Cusp signifies 5 and 11, child

 will return when the transitting lagna degree touches



 the 5 and 11 significators.

13. If the sub lord of the 11, cusp signifies 2, 6 and 11, in all cases of theft, lost property will be

recovered, if the significators of 2, 6 and 11 agrees with the rulling planets.

14. Marital life is indicated by the sub lord of the 7th cusp, but the nature of marital life is assessed

through the sub lord of the 11 cusp only.

15. To get party ticket for assembly election : 11 cusp sub lord should be the significator of 3rd,

being the house for agreement or permission to go ahead with the election.

16. The 11th cusp sub lord signifying 5, 10 and 11 shows siddhi following initiation. 5th shows

manthra, 10th telle regular practice and 11th points to acvhievement.

17. If the sub lord of the 11tha cusp is a significator of houses 2, 5, 7 or 11 perfect harmony and

happay matrimonial life is indicated.

18. If the sub lord of the 11th cusp is a significator of 6 and 12, there is no cure or recovery from

illness.a if the same sub alord signifies 5 and 11, recovery from illness is promised.
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1. For foreign trip: - One should analyze the houses 3rd 9th and 12th and the cusp sub lords of these 

houses individually. The 3rd shows leaving home; the 9th tells about ones long journey; the 12th 

indicates new environments and foreign land. Therefore the 12th cusp sub lord should signify the 
above 3rd 9th and the 12th house.

2. LOSS OF REPUTATION: -If the 12th cusp sub lord signifies 8th and 12th; one suffers from loss of 
reputation and respect during the conjoined periods of the significator of 8th and 12th.

3. Foreign assignment: -When the 12th cusp sub lord becomes the significator to 3rd 9th, and 12th, 
and also signifies the 6th, one gets trip to overseas on an assignment.

4. SEPARATION FROM FAMILY IN VARIOUS WAYS. 
(a) If the sub lord of the 12th cusp signifies 2nd, 3rd, 8th, and 12th, and Rahu also connected to the

12th cusp sub lord well, imprisonment is indicated (preferably the if Rahu becomes the 12th cusp

sub lord and also signifies 3rd, 8th, and 12th, houses.

2nd house indicates if the sub of the 12th is afflicted—separation from the family

3rd house tells leaving home and residence.

8th house shows restriction ones movements

The 12th house indicates life in an entirely different surroundings and environments or confinement

within 4 walls like jail etc.

5. If the sub lord of the 12th, is natural benefit and signifies 2nd, 6th, and 11th one will be luckier in

and there will be more returns within expense.

6. Defects are shown by the 12th cusp sub lord. For a native to have defects, it is due to the 12th cusp

sub lord that signifies any one of the evil houses like 6th, 8th, 12th. The nature of the sub of the 12th

cusp and the bhavas it signifies throws light on the part of the body affected. For example if the 12th

cusp lord is significator to the 2nd house, it can affect ones speech, or eyes or voice cord etc.

7. If another person cheats a person, then the 12th cusp sub lord will be in the constellation of

planets signifying 5th and 8th, and at the same time the planets connected with the significators are

mostly Saturn and Mercury.

8. If 12th cuspal sublord becomes significator of 6th house and moreover if that palnet is Mars then

the native keeps an eye on other wealth.
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